Protect Yourself from Aerosols

Aerosols are tiny droplets expelled when we breathe. These droplets can float in the air for hours and be inhaled by others not using a face covering. An infected person (who may feel healthy) can spread the Covid virus without knowing it.

Protect Each Other

Always cover your nose and mouth

Be Smart–Stay Apart

6 feet is good, 10 feet is better

Be Safe

Slow down and warn others when passing. Keep your distance
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This is a waste-free park. Leave no trace. Take it with you.

Pick up after your pet and dispose of properly.

Hygiene

Wash hands or apply sanitizer after touching shared surfaces.

The smaller size (8” x 20”) is ideal for locations where sight-lines are more easily controlled.

The larger panel (12” x 30”) works well at trailheads where visitors gather. The larger panel size attracts attention.